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PRESS RELEASE 
 

AEB tailors free roadshow to aerospace and defense businesses 

• Topics: Optimizing and securing export control processes in dynamic environments 

• Roadshow events across the UK throughout 2016 

• Season kick-off in Warwick and London Heathrow in early February 

 

January 18, 2016 – Export control compliance is a challenging 

task, particularly for aerospace and defense businesses. To 

support companies in this sector, AEB, a leading provider of 

global trade and supply chain management software 

solutions, is organizing a roadshow that kicks off on 9th 

February 2016 in Warwick. Registration is open on 

www.aeb.com/uk/events/aerospace-defence-roadshow-

registration.php. 

 

Successful export control compliance programmes include many aspects. They affect all processes, 

divisions, and teams within a company and also stretch far beyond the boundaries of a business to 

include suppliers, partners, and customers. Regulatory requirements from national, EU, and US 

authorities must be considered.  

 

The ongoing U.S. Export Control Reform (ECR) significantly adds to the challenge, as it involves 

various items moving from control under International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) to control 

under Export Administration Regulations (EAR). This presents massive changes to existing export 

control processes, especially in the aerospace and defence industry.   

 

In order to support the industry in achieving and maintaining export control compliance, AEB provides 

automated solutions which can secure businesses and increase their efficiency in a sustainable way. As 

part of its export control awareness initiatives, AEB is hosting a free roadshow highlighting solutions for 

different areas of compliance throughout 2016. The following two events are now open for online 

registration:  

 

◼ Tuesday, 9th February 2016 in Warwick  

◼ Thursday, 11th February 2016 in London Heathrow  

 

Early bookings are recommended as seating is limited to enable participants to share and discuss their 

individual challenges. Topics will include: 
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Export license management 

Efficient management of all relevant data for applicable licenses including data integration in customs 

and commercial documentation, temporary licenses, restrictions, decrementations, and more.   

 

Technology transfers management 

Transparent management of technology transfers with flexible options to specify activities relating to 

customers, prospects, products, dates, etc., including web-based access to enable entire organizational 

networks to benefit from the solution. 

 

EAR and ITAR management 

Comprehensive management of US export controls and all relevant EAR and ITAR licenses, including 

revision control to support General Correspondences, a "three stock process" for decrementation, 

additional data such as USML and ECCN, and more.  

 

Classification 

Smart and automated management of commodity code assignments in line with applicable product 

classification master data and in compliance with all relevant rules: nomenclature, coded documents, 

mapping directory, etc.  

- Ends - 
 
 

Contacts 

For further information, photos or interview requests, please contact Andrea Krug, Krug 

Communications Ltd, tel. +44 (0)7740 245 867, email: andrea@krugcomms.com. To find out more 

about AEB’s software solutions please visit www.aeb.com/uk.  

 
About AEB (www.aeb.com) 

AEB is one of Europe's leading providers of supply chain logistics software and has been delivering 

solutions to customers for over thirty years. The company has over 5,000 customers worldwide, 

supported by offices in the UK, Germany, Singapore, Switzerland, Sweden, the Netherlands, Czech 

Republic, France, and the US.  AEB’s core product - ASSIST4 - is the comprehensive solution suite for 

all logistics processes in global business. ASSIST4 offers a complete set of business services for end-

to-end logistics, including international goods movements, making it possible to standardize and 

automate business processes in supply chain execution. ASSIST4 also creates transparency and 

provides a reliable basis for making the right decisions about the planning, monitoring, control and 

continual optimization of supply networks, even beyond the boundaries of the business. The ASSIST4 

suite offers full functionality via a wide range of modules including Visibility & Collaboration Platform, 

Order Management, Warehouse Management, Transport & Freight Management, Customs 

Management and Compliance & Risk Management. 
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